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Where does water go when it dries? Why do some things fl oat and others 
sink? How can we make predications about the weather?
There are all kinds of unusual events such as these happening every- where 
in the natural world around you. They are things that happen for reasons, 
but often the reasons are pretty mysterious.

SCIENCE is the wonderful and often surprising experience of looking for 
the reasons. It is asking questions and discovering secrets about ordinary 
things like rocks and rain or about extraordinary things like comets and 
cyclones.

SCIENCE is the exciting adventure of trying to solve mysteries. It is the
way people apply their natural curiosity to learn and understand more
about their world. 
This book is full of investigations that will help you take a close look at
some of the amazing things which go on around you. You’ll use some
scientifi c processes (see page 6) to fi nd some answers to questions
about happening in your own body, and in the environment (see page 7).

Start by reading “How To Be A Good 
Scientist” (page 8) and the very 
important rules for “Safe Science” 
(page 9).

Then... let your mind be open... ask 
questions...and have a great time... 
performing and discovering some of 
the amazing wonders of science.

WELCOME TO THE AMAZING 

WORLD OF SCIENCE
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SCIENCE IS DOING...

Observing
Using all the senses to gain information about objects and 
happenings (phenomena)

Measuring
Identifying length, width, mass, volume or temperature of objects 
or happenings

Collecting  

Identifying

Gathering specimens and data

Naming and describing objects and phenomena and their 
properties  

Classifying
Sorting and grouping objects and events based on some common 
characteristics or relationships

Comparing & 

Contrasting

Seeing similarities and differences in objects, events and 
relationships

Interpreting 

Sequencing

Explaining the meaning of data collected

Putting objects and events in order according to size, importance, 
occurrence or other factors

Recognising 
Relationships

Seeing connections and relationships between objects and events, 
including cause and effect relationships

Predicting
Using observations and previous discoveries to propose possible 
outcomes of future events

Inferring
Using collected data and observations to propose explanations of 
events that have occurred

Forming 
Hypotheses

Making guesses or assumptions to propose explanations / results 
of a particular event or experiment

Experimenting
Setting up a controlled situation in order to test a hypoth esis or a 
prediction

Controlling 

Variables

Recognising and manipulating the factors that affect the outcome 
of events and experiments

Drawing 

Conclusions

Examining outcomes and making assumptions about what 
happened and why

Forming Models
Constructing a physical or mental representation of objects or 
events

Reporting & 

Recording

Communicating observations, data and results – orally, visually or 
in writing

Science is something that people do. These are the processes that scientists use 
to do science:
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The processes for doing science help you learn about...

SCIENCE IS DOING...

• The Earth’s resources
• Ecology and conservation
• Rocks and minerals
• Changes in the Earth
• The history of the Earth
• Soil and erosion
• Properties of water

• Properties of air
• Flight and aircraft
• Wind and weather
• The oceans and other waters
• The seasons
• The universe
• The solar system
• The night sky 
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Are you interested in fi nding answers to puzzling problems?  
Good! Then you're great scientist material.

Here are some hints for you to follow as you continue being a scientist.

HOW TO BE A GOOD SCIENTIST

BE CURIOUS

BE ORGANISED

BE WISE

BE INVENTIVE

BE PATIENT

ENJOY THE

“DOING!”

 Keep your eyes wide open and watch for unusual 
things.  Wonder about everything; don't take anything 
for granted.  Constantly ask questions such as:
  "What will happen?" 
  "Why is this happening?"
  "What did I learn from this?"

Get all your materials together before you start an 
investigation. Read and follow directions carefully. 
Keep good records! Write down what you see and 
what you learn in a notebook. (In this book, many 
investigations have data sheets that go with them. 
Use these to keep records.)

Follow all the rules for safe science (see page 9), and 
take good care of your science equipment and supplies. 
You don't want to have a fun science adventure spoiled 
by an accident or broken equipment.

Don't be afraid to try different things, to ask more questions,
to make guesses about what might happen,or to come up 
with a different way of checking out some  thing. If something 
didn't work out or something is still puzzling you, try another 
experiment.  Keep asking questions such as:
  “What might happen if I tried this?” 
  "What more could I fi nd out?"

Take plenty of time to perform your experiment or 
inves tigation.  And if it doesn't work right, be willing to 
try again. Try to analyse why it didn't work, and keep trying.

Don't worry if you don't understand everything or fi nd   
every answer. Even the most brilliant scientists don’t       
understand everything.  There are still lots of mysteries in  
the world of science. All the fun isn’t in getting the answer,   
most is found in the process of looking for it!
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SCIENCE SAFETY

• ALWAYS get adult permission and help when you use fi re or electricity.
• Tie back long hair and roll up baggy sleeves.  Wear an old shirt or smock to 

protect clothes.
• Cover the work area with newspapers.
• Keep a bucket of cold water nearby at all times.
• Have a fi re extinguisher and fi rst-aid kit nearby.
• Before you start, read all the directions.  Then follow them carefully.
• Always work cautiously and be alert.  Be careful not to bump into others 

who are working.
• Take care with chemicals.  Label each bottle and keep containers covered so 

they won’t spill.
• Wear goggles if the experiment involves chipping rocks or any splashing.

• NEVER point the open end of a test tube towards yourself or others.

• NEVER put your face or eyes up close to a chemical or mixture.

• NEVER taste, touch or eat a substance unless you are told to by a reliable 
book or adult.

• Don’t eat off utensils that have been used for science activities.
• Don’t eat leaves or berries from plants you’re studying.
• If you’re working with animals, wear gloves, and touch the animals only if 

an adult tells you it’s safe to do so.
• Use batteries and dry cells, not household current, as sources of electricity 

for your experiments.
• Remember that water and electricity are a deadly combination. Keep wet 

hands and water away from sources of electricity.
• When you’re fi nished with an investigation, wash your hands and all 

utensils thoroughly, and clean up the work area completely.

Here are some simple rules to 
follow every time you perform 
science activities:
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Expansion & Contraction Of AirScience Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Earth & Space Sciences

This page may be photocopied or reproduced with permission for a single classroom use.REPRODUCIBLE

JUST A LOT OF HOT AIR Investigation

Some surprising things happen when air gets heated!

You need:
• plastic bottle with screw-on top
• glass bottle (no top necessary)
• food colouring
• plastic straw
• modelling clay
• good sized, stretchy balloon
• scissors
• bucket or large tall bowl
• very hot water
• cold water

How Air Trick #1

1. Fill the plastic bottle half full of cold 
water. Add food colouring.

2. Poke a hole in the bottle cap with scissors. 
Push the straw into the hole and seal off 
the space around the straw well with a 
hunk of clay.

3. Set the bottle in the bucket. Pour very hot 
tap water into the bucket to the level of 
the top of the bottle.

4. Wait and watch. What happens?
Can you explain why?

What’s Happening?
Hot water warms the air in the bottle. As air 
warms, it expands and pressure on the water 
in the bottle. This pressure forces the water 
up the straw.

GEYSER!

STRAW

CLAY

CAP
PLASTIC 
BOTTLE

COLOURED
WATER
(COLD)

HOT WATER
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Expansion & Contraction Of AirScience Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Earth & Space Sciences

This page may be photocopied or reproduced with permission for a single classroom use.REPRODUCIBLE

JUST A LOT OF HOT AIR CONTINUED

How Air Trick #2

1. Fill the bucket with very cold water.

2. Fill the glass bottle with very hot tap 
water.

3. Dump the hot water out of the bottle and 
immediately stretch the balloon tightly 
over the neck of the bottle.

4. What happens? Can you explain why?

5. Now place the bottle into the bucket of 
cold water.

6. What happens? Can you explain why?

What’s Happening?
When you warmed the bottle with hot water, 
the bottle made the air inside warm. Warm air 
expands (or takes up more space) so the air 
pushed out into the balloon. The cold water 
caused the air in the bottle to cool down and 
contract. Then the air in the bottle took up 
less space and air pressure outside the bottle 
pushed the balloon down into the bottle.
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Air PressureScience Investigations - Exciting Adventures in Earth & Space Sciences

This page may be photocopied or reproduced with permission for a single classroom use.REPRODUCIBLE

WHAT’S AIR UP TO? Data Sheet

Newspaper Lift

The Balloon

Hole In the Bottle

What happened?

Can you explain why?

Now hit the ruler slowly. Does this change 
the results?

Why?

Did water drain out?
Why?

Unscrew the cap? What happens?

Why?

What happened?

Why?
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